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Important to a strong
manufacturing innovation
ecosystem:2

manufacturing competitiveness

Manufacturing: The foundation for America’s success
The manufacturing industry is propelled by advanced technologies and constant innovation.
It plays a key role in enhancing economic prosperity through increased productivity, raising
GDP output, and creating higher-income jobs.
Manufacturing fuels the US
economy by creating jobs and
driving advancements in technology
Manufacturers contributed $2.17 T
to the economy, which is nearly
12.1% of the US GDP1

US advanced manufacturing
and technology accounts for
90% of private-sector
research and development
and it also employs 80% of
the nation’s engineers2
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Top manufacturing competitive nations (by 2020)4
Advanced manufacturing and
technology supports more than
40.0 million US jobs2

For every $1.00 spent
in manufacturing, another
$1.81 is added to the
economy—the highest
multiplier effect of any
economic sector1

Americans
value a strong
manufacturing sector3

83%

81%

important
to maintain
Americans’
standard
of living

About 8

in 10
Americans believe that

future manufacturing jobs
will be more innovative
Innovation requires higher
technical skills, creativity, and
problem solving capabilities
while being more clean and safe
due to automation and reduced
manual labor

Top-notch
tech firms

Strong VC
investments

Dedicated
industrial
clusters

High-performing
manufacturers outperform
their peers by focusing on:5
brand and reputation
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new markets and new
customers while improving
price competitiveness
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talent as a key
competitive advantage
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The average manufacturing
worker in the US earned
$81,289 annually, while
the average worker earned

advanced technologies
and innovation while
enhancing cybersecurity
and guarding intellectual
property
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US manufacturers face significant
talent challenges given the widening
skills gap6
Over the next decade nearly

3.5 million

manufacturing jobs
will likely be needed and

2 million are

expected to go unfilled
due to the skill gap

Leading factors:
• Retirement of baby boomers
• Strength of the economy
• Attractiveness of the industry

As the digital and
the physical worlds
converge the risk
of a cyber breach
increases

80%
or more of surveyed
manufacturers’ value
can be constituted by
their IP8

48%
of executives
surveyed are not
confident they are
protected from
external threats7

52%
of executives surveyed
indicate their connected
products are able to
store and/or transmit
confidential data. Only
55% encrypt such data…7
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Additional resources:
Safeguarding the internet of things: Being secure, vigilant, and
resilient in the connect age

When tax meets technology: Tax implications of Industry 4.0

Industry 4.0 and manufacturing ecosystems: Exploring the world of connected enterprises

The rise of the digital supply network: Industry 4.0 enables the digital transformation of supply chains
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